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VARNICOMP SR
COMPRESSIBLE UNDERPACKINGS FOR THE BEST QUALITY COATING

VARNICOMP PLUS
AVAILABLE ONLY IN 0.64 MM THICKNESS

GENERAL PROPERTIES
VARNICOMP SR is the compressible underpacking 
now becoming the standard on the varnishing unit of 
printing presses to increase the quality in coating. The 
product replaces the compressible layer built in the 
offset blankets.

VARNICOMP SR helps to obtain the best Kiss-print 
effect, minimise ink build up and reduce the cylinders 
noise whilst running on coating unit and above all to 
obtain a better coating quality.

VARNICOMP SR the product with 40° Shore A 
hardness is made by a special elastomer, rendered 
compressible by a design of deep and picks areas, it 
has a very good resilience, elastic response and very 
long period of life.

VARNICOMP SR is available self- adhesive A type and 
non- adhesive in the following thicknesses in grey-
white colour: 1.00 - 1.30 - 1.45 - 1.95 - 2.10 mm 

VARNICOMP PLUS is a self- adhesive A type and non- 
adhesive available only in the thicknesses 0.64 mm 
and have yellow-white colour.

Innovative compressibility system has higher resilience 
and consequently a longer life; the compressibility 
curve is uniform during working life.

VARNICOMP SR does not lack of thickness due to the 
smash of the closed cells of the compressible layer in 
the standard blankets and remains uniformed during 
the working life of the product.

VARNICOMP SR/PLUS have compressible layer which reduces the cylinders 
noise and vibration during the run, obtaining the best results in coating transfer at 
high run speed.

VARNICOMP SR/PLUS acts as cylinder pressure absorber either on coating 
transfer on the plate or coating transfer on paper/cardboard.

The basic anti slip polyurethane layers of VARNICOMP SR and PLUS are designed 
not to slip or move under the plate and the self-adhesive VARNICOMP A is 
guaranteed to remain in place for the long working life of the plate giving a better 
adhesion on.

The specific adhesive used in the VARNICOMP types has the great advantage of 
being easy to remove at the end of the working life.

VARNICOMP underpackings are sold for exclusive use with VARNIPLATE –
VARNIBLUE coating plates by KRUSE.


